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Abstract
In this paper a doubly graded matrix refers to a nonnegative matrix where each row and
each column is nonincreasing. The paper discusses different questions related to doubly graded
matrices. We study the polyhedral cone M consisting of all doubly graded matrices of size
m× n. The faces are determined and related to Ferrers matrices. Different subsets of M are
investigated. The problem of the existence of an integral doubly graded matrix with given line
sums is also studied.
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1. Introduction
A vector x ∈ Rn is nonincreasing if x1  x2  · · ·  xn. We call a real m× n
matrix A doubly graded if A is nonnegative and each of its lines (rows and columns)
is nonincreasing. We let M denote the set of all doubly graded m× n matrices (the
dimensions should be clear from the context). So A ∈M means that
ai,j  ai,j+1 (i  m, j  n− 1)
ai,j  ai+1,j (i  m− 1, j  n) (1)
ai,j  0 (i  m, j  n)
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and it follows that M is a polyhedral (convex) cone in the space Rm×n; we call this
cone the doubly graded matrix cone. The purpose of this paper is to study different
questions related toM. We remark that it is easy to verify thatM is fulldimensional
and pointed.
The set M may be viewed in terms of partially ordered sets. Define V = {(i, j):
1  i  m, 1  j  n}. This set equipped with the componentwise ordering, i.e.,
(i, j)  (i′, j ′) whenever i  i′ and j  j ′, is a partially ordered set. Note that a
m× n real matrixA lies inM if and only if it satisfies ai,j  ai′,j ′ whenever (i, j) 
(i′, j ′). Therefore, we may view M as the set of order reversing functions from the
poset (V ,) to the set of nonnegative real numbers with the usual ordering. LetM∗
be the set of m× n nonnegative matrices where each line is nonincreasing. We shall
concentrate on M and questions related to this set, but remark that our results may
be restated in terms of M∗.
Doubly graded matrices may arise in several contexts. For instance, they are of in-
terest in connection with probability densities of two-dimensional random variables.
Let pi,j (1  i  m, 1  j  n) be the density of a pair (X, Y ) of discrete random
variables with sample space {1, 2, . . . , m} × {1, 2, . . . , n}. Then the probability of
the event X  i, Y  j is given by ai,j =∑ki,lj pk,l, so the matrix A = [ai,j ] is
doubly graded. Such matrices are sometimes called distribution matrices. Another
example is in combinatorial optimization. A matrix A = [ai,j ] is an inverse Monge
(or anti-Monge) matrix if it satisfies
ai,j + ar,s  ai,s + ar,j (i  r, j  s).
If the reverse inequality holds, the matrix is a Monge matrix. The paper [4]
contains a survey of (inverse) Monge matrices in optimization, and the book [6]
discusses such matrices in connection with the quadratic assignment problem. In
particular, doubly graded inverse Monge matrices arise in different situations. The
(inverse) Monge property is often useful for obtaining efficient algorithms for
certain classes of linear programming and combinatorial optimization problems,
see also [3] for a quadratic assignment problem with applications in e.g. turbine
manufacturing and data arrangements. Another example concerns the traveling
salesman problem (TSP), see chapter 4 in the book [9] on the TSP. For instance,
if all the rows of the cost matrix are doubly graded, then there is a polynomial
algorithm for the bottleneck TSP (which asks for minimizing the longest inter-
city distance). In Section 3 we consider the subcone of M consisting of the doubly
graded inverse Monge matrices, and some questions related to the assignment
problem.
The support of a matrix A is the set supp(A) := {(i, j) : ai,j /= 0}. We use the
inner product 〈A,B〉 :=∑i,j ai,j bi,j where A,B are matrices of the same size. Fi-
nally, for a subsetF of the space Rm×n we let cone(F) be the convex cone spanned
by the matrices in F.
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2. The doubly graded matrix cone
In this section we investigate the facial structure of the cone M of doubly graded
m× n matrices.
A Ferrers matrix is a (0, 1)-matrix where the ones in each row and each column
occur consecutively, and they are left justified in each row and top justified in each
column. Each Ferrers matrix is doubly graded. We define a Ferrers block as the
support of a Ferrers matrix.
Consider again the partially ordered set (V ,) where V = {(i, j) : 1  i  m,
1  j  n} and  denotes componentwise ordering. We let G denote the grid graph
with vertex set V and edge set E consisting of the edges [(i, j), (i, j + 1)] (1 
i  m, 1  j  n− 1) and [(i, j), (i + 1, j)] (1  i  m− 1, 1  j  n). A sub-
set C ⊆ V is called convex if for each (i, j), (i ′, j ′) ∈ C the set C also contains
the order interval {(i′′, j ′′) ∈ V : (i, j)  (i′′, j ′′)  (i′, j ′)}. These convex sets are
related to Ferrers matrices: C is convex if and only if C = supp(F ′) \ supp(F ) for
some Ferrers matrices F,F ′ with F  F ′. A subset C of V is called connected if
the subgraph G[C] is connected. Note that a convex set may not be connected.
In order to study the structure of doubly graded matrices we shall introduce
some terminology concerning partitions of V. A V -partition is a pair C = (C0, {C1,
C2, . . . , CN }) where (i) {C0, C1, . . . , CN } is a partition of V, (ii) C0 may be empty,
but if it is nonempty it contains the element (m, n), and (iii) the sets C1, C2, . . . , CN
are nonempty. The sets C0, C1, . . . , CN are called the blocks of C. A V -partition
is called convex (resp. connected) if each of its blocks is convex (resp. connected).
An example of a connected convex partition (where C0 is empty) is shown in
Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. A convex partition (m = 4, n = 5, N = 7).
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We adapt the usual ordering of partitions to V -partitions. Consider two V -par-
titions C = (C0, {C1, C2, . . . , CN }) and C′ = (C′0, {C′1, C′2, . . . , C′N ′ }). We say that
C is finer than C′, and write C  C′, if C0 ⊆ C′0 and each block in C is contained in
some block in C′.
Certain V -partitions arise from doubly graded matrices as described next. If A ∈
Rm×n and α ∈ R, the set {(i, j) ∈ V : ai,j = α} is called the α-level set of the ma-
trix A. Associated with each doubly graded matrix A is its level partition L(A) =
(L0, {L1, L2, . . . , LN }) where L0 is the 0-level set of A (i.e., with level 0), and
L1, L2, . . . , LN are the remaining nonempty level sets of A. We give a characteriza-
tion of the level partitions of doubly graded matrices below. Note that a block in the
level partition of a doubly graded matrix need not be connected.
Consider a convex V -partition C. Let C and C′ be two distinct blocks in C. We
say that C′ covers C if there exists an element (i, j) ∈ C such that either (i − 1, j)
or (i, j − 1) lies in C′. Define a binary relation PC on the blocks of C by letting
(C,C) ∈ PC for each block C, and (C1, Ct ) ∈ PC when there are blocks Ck in C
(1  k  t) such that Ck+1 covers Ck (k = 1, 2, . . . , t − 1). Then PC is a preor-
der on C, i.e. PC is reflexive and transitive. However, it may not be antisymmetric
as there may be disconnected blocks. (For instance: let m = 3, n = 2 and C1 =
{(3, 2)}, C2 = {(3, 1), (1, 2)}, C3 = {(2, 1), (2, 2)}, C4 = {(1, 1)}; here C2 and C3
cover each other.) The following result is easy to establish.
Lemma 2.1. If C is a connected convex V -partition, then PC is a partial order on
(the blocks of) C. The block containing (m, n) is the minimal element in PC.
A characterization of the level partition of doubly graded matrices is contained in
the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. For each doubly graded matrix A its level partition C =L(A) is
a convex V -partition and PC is a partial order on C. Conversely, if C is a convex
V -partition such that PC is antisymmetric, then there is a doubly graded matrix A
with level partition C.
Proof. Let A ∈M and consider its level partition C =L(A). Assume that (i, j)
and (i′, j ′) lie in the same level set C of A, say that ai,j = ai′,j ′ = α. A is doubly
graded, so for each (u, v) ∈ V with (i, j)  (u, v)  (i′, j ′) we have ai,j  au,v 
ai′,j ′ , so au,v = α. Therefore every level set is convex. For each level set C let α(C)
denote its level α. Since A is doubly graded it holds that α(C) < α(C′) whenever C′
covers C. Consequently, if (C,C′) ∈ PC and C /= C′, then α(C) < α(C′). It follows
that PC is antisymmetric and, since it is also reflexive and transitive, PC is a partial
order on C.
Assume next that C = (C0, {C1, C2, . . . , CN }) is a convex V -partition such that
PC is antisymmetric and therefore a partial order on C. Let L be a linear extension
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of PC, i.e. a linear order on C such that PC ⊆ L. Say that in L we have the linear
ordering
C0 < C1 < · · · < CN,
soCi coversCi−1 (i = 1, 2, . . . , N).Define the matrixA ∈ Rm×n by ai,j = k when-
ever (i, j) ∈ Ck. Then A has level partition C and it remains to check that A is dou-
bly graded. Consider (i, j) ∈ V where j  2. If both (i, j) and (i, j − 1) lie in the
same set Ck, then ai,j = ai,j−1 = k. Otherwise, (i, j) and (i, j − 1) lie in different
sets, say (i, j) ∈ Cp and (i, j − 1) ∈ Cq. So Cq covers Cp and therefore α(Cq) =
α(Cp)+ 1. This proves that, in any case, ai,j  ai,j−1. Similarly, we obtain that
ai,j  ai−1,j , so A is doubly graded. 
Consider a connected convex V -partitionC = (C0, {C1, C2, . . . , CN }) and define
MC = {A ∈M : C L(A)}.
Thus, a doubly graded matrix A lies inMC if and only if C0 ⊆ L0 and each block
Li in the level partition of A is the union of certain blocks in C, i.e., ai,j equals some
constant for all (i, j) lying in the same block in C. Note thatMC is nonempty due to
Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2. Moreover, as we prove below,MC is a convex cone, a
subcone ofM.We shall relate these subcones to faces ofM. LetFC denote the set of
all Ferrers matrices lying inMC.Recall, from polyhedral theory (see e.g. [10]), that a
faceF of a polyhedronP is the intersection betweenP and a supporting hyperplane
ofP. LetP = {X ∈ Rm×n : 〈Ak,X〉  bk (k ∈ K)} be a polyhedron in Rm×n (here
K is a finite index set). A useful result says that a subsetF ofP is a face ofP if and
only ifF = {X ∈ P : 〈Ak,X〉 = bk (k ∈ K ′)} for some subset K ′ of K.
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.3. The faces of the doubly graded matrix cone M may be described as
follows.
(i) Let C = (C0, {C1, C2, . . . , CN }) be a connected convex V -partition. ThenMC
is a nonempty face of M and
MC = cone(FC).
Moreover, the dimension of MC is N.
(ii) Each nonempty face of M has the form described in (i).
(iii) The extreme rays of M are the rays spanned by the nonzero Ferrers matrices.
Proof
(i) Let C = (C0, {C1, C2, . . . , CN }) be a connected convex V -partition. It follows
from the definition of MC that this set consists of each doubly graded matrix A
satisfying
am,n = 0 if C0 is nonempty,
ai,j = ai,j−1 when (i, j), (i, j − 1) ∈ Ck (k = 0, 1, . . . , N),
ai,j = ai−1,j when (i, j), (i − 1, j) ∈ Ck (k = 0, 1, . . . , N).
(2)
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So, due to the general result on faces of polyhedra stated above, it follows that
MC is a face of M. Due to Lemma 2.1 PC is a partial order on C. Therefore
there exists a linear extension L of PC, say L : C0 < C1 < · · · < CN. As in
the proof of Proposition 2.2 consider the matrix A given by ai,j = k whenever
(i, j) ∈ Ck (k  N). The matrix A lies in the face MC induced by the equa-
tions in (2) and, moreover, A satisfies each of the remaining inequalities in (1)
with strict inequality. It follows that the dimension of the face MC equals m · n
minus the rank of the coefficient matrix in the linear system (2). Thus MC has
dimension N. This proves most of (i); we prove that MC = cone(FC) below.
(ii) Let F be a nonempty face of M and define a graph G with vertex set V as
follows. If ai,j = ai−1,j holds for all A ∈F, then G contains an edge between
the vertices (i, j) and (i − 1, j). Similarly, if ai,j = ai,j−1 holds for all A ∈F,
then G contains an edge between (i, j) and (i, j − 1). Let C0, C1, . . . , CN be
the connected components in G. Here we let C0 be the component containing
(m, n) whenever am,n = 0 holds for all A ∈F; otherwise C0 is empty. Then
the face F consists of each doubly graded matrix A satisfying the equations
(2), i.e.F =MC. Let A be a matrix lying in the relative interior of the faceF.
Then A has level partition L(A) = (C0, {C1, C2, . . . , CN }). Moreover, due to
Proposition 2.2, we may conclude that C is a connected convex V -partition.
This proves (ii).
(iii) An extreme rayF ofM is a face of dimension 1. It follows from (i) and (ii) that
F =MC for a connected convex V -partitionC = (C0, {C1}) of V, i.e.,N = 1.
Then F is the halfline generated by the Ferrers matrix F having support C1.
Moreover, every nonzero Ferrers matrix generates an extreme ray in this way,
so (iii) follows.
Finally, a face MC of M is generated by the generators of its extreme rays.
SinceFC consists of the Ferrers matrices lying inMC we conclude thatMC =
cone(FC) and the proof is complete. 
Example. Consider again the connected convex partition shown in Fig. 1. The cor-
responding face of M has dimension 7 and it contains, for instance, the following
matrix (in its relative interior)

7 6 6 5 5
7 6 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 1
3 3 2 1 1

 .
It follows from the theorem that each doubly graded matrix may be written as a non-
negative linear combination of Ferrers matrices. In fact, it is not difficult to establish
the following result (the proof is omitted).
Proposition 2.4. Each doubly graded matrix A may be written as a nonnegative
linear combination of Ferrers matrices
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A =
p∑
k=1
λkFk,
where F1  F2  · · ·  Fp and p  m · n. Moreover, if A is integral, then each
coefficient λk may be chosen integral.
A permuted doubly graded matrix is a matrix obtained from a doubly graded
matrix by permutations of its rows and columns. We now describe how to recognize
such matrices efficiently. Let A be a nonnegative matrix. First we permute the rows
of A to get a matrix A1 whose first column is nonincreasing, say
a11,1 = · · · = a1i1,1 > a1i1+1,1 = · · · = a1i2,1 > · · · > a1it+1,1 = · · · a1m,1.
Let I 1s = {is−1 + 1, . . . , is} for s = 1, . . . , t where i0 = 0 and it = m. Consider
next the second column of A1. If a1i,2  a1i′,2 whenever i ∈ I 1s and i′ ∈ I 1s+1 for each
s, then we can permute the rows of A1 in Is, for each s, such that the resulting
matrix A2 has its two first columns nonincreasing. Moreover, we get a refinement
of I 11 , I
1
2 , . . . into I
2
1 , I
2
2 , . . . according to equal consecutive entries in the second
column of A2. The procedure is then continued for the remaining columns. There are
two possibilities. If the procedure does not break down, we have found a permutation
of the rows of A to get a matrix that has nonincreasing columns. Otherwise, we have
found indices i < i′ and j < j ′ such that
ai,j > ai′,j and ai,j ′ < ai′,j ′ ,
which proves that no row permutation of A can have nonincreasing columns. A sim-
ilar procedure may then be applied to permute the columns to get nonincreasing
rows. This gives a polynomial time algorithm to recognize a permuted doubly graded
matrix. Moreover, the discussion shows that the following forbidden minor charac-
terization holds: a matrix A is a permuted doubly graded matrix if and only if there
are no indices i < i′ and j < j ′ such that ai,j > ai′,j , ai,j ′ < ai′,j ′ or ai,j > ai,j ′ ,
ai′,j < ai′,j ′ .
3. Bounded doubly graded matrices and optimization
In this section we consider the subclass of M obtained by introducing an upper
bound on the entries of the matrix. Moreover, we study some optimization problems
involving these matrices.
Consider the following two polytopes consisting of doubly graded matrices
M0 = {A ∈M : a1,1  1},
M1 = {A ∈M : a1,1 = 1}.
SoM0 consists of the doubly graded matrices with entries bounded above by 1. Geo-
metrically, M0 is the intersection between the cone M and the halfspace defined by
a1,1  1 whileM1 is the intersection betweenM and the corresponding hyperplane
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a1,1 = 1. Moreover,M0 may be seen as a pyramid with baseM1 and apex being the
zero matrix.
The following theorem describes the 1-skeleton of M1. (The 1-skeleton of M0
may easily be derived from this result.) For two m× n Ferrers matrices F and F ′ let
F ∨ F ′ (F ∧ F ′) denote the entry-wise maximum (minimum) of F and F ′. Thus,
the support of F ∨ F ′ is the union (intersection) of the supports of F and F ′. Both
F ∨ F ′ and F ∧ F ′ are Ferrers matrices.
Theorem 3.1
(i) The vertices of the polytope M1 are the nonzero Ferrers matrices.
(ii) Two Ferrers matrices F and F ′ are adjacent on M1 if and only F  F ′ or
F ′  F.
(iii) Two nonadjacent Ferrers matrices F and F ′ are both adjacent to both F ∨ F ′
and F ∧ F ′. In particular, the diameter of M1 is two.
Proof
(i) Each vertex ofM1 is obtained as the intersection between an extreme ray ofM
and the hyperplane a1,1 = 1. The result therefore follows from (iii) in Theorem
2.3.
(ii) Each edge of M1 is the intersection between a two-dimensional face F of M
and the hyperplane a1,1 = 1. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that such a face F
corresponds to a connected convex V -partition (C0, {C1, C2}) (i.e., N = 2).
Now, the block containing (1, 1), say C2, is convex and connected so it must
be a Ferrers block. Moreover, C1 ∪ C2 must also be a Ferrers block. Thus the
edge joins the two Ferrers matrices F and F ′ with supports C2 and C1 ∪ C2
respectively, and we have F  F ′.
(iii) This follows directly from (ii). 
As an application of this result consider the following linear optimization problem
max{〈C,X〉 : X ∈M0} (3)
where C ∈ Rm×n is a given matrix. Thus we want to maximize the inner product
〈C,X〉 =∑i,j ci,j xi,j over all doubly graded matrices with no entry larger than 1.
Due to Theorem 3.1 this is equivalent to maximizing 〈C,F 〉 over all Ferrers matrices.
This problem can be solved efficiently by the following simple dynamic program-
ming algorithm.
Algorithm 1
1. Let ξ0,j = 0 (0  j  n).
2. For i = 1, 2, . . . , m
for j = 0, 1, . . . , n let
ξi,j =∑jk=1 ci,k + maxkj ξi−1,k.
3. Let ξ∗ = max{ξm,j : 0  j  n}.
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Here ξi,j may be interpreted as the best value for restricted Ferrers matrices with
i rows and with j ones in row i. The desired optimal value is ξ∗, and an optimal
Ferrers matrix may easily be determined from the calculations. The algorithm may
be implemented so that it requires 2m(n+ 1) arithmetic operations.
In the remaining part of this section we investigate some optimization problems
where doubly graded matrices arise as parameters. Let F r,s denote the m× n
Ferrers matrix with support {(i, j) ∈ V : i  r, j  s}. Further, let MiM denote
the subcone of M spanned by the matrices F r,s (1  r  m, 1  s  n). This is a
simplex cone, i.e., the generators F r,s are linearly independent in Rm×n. One can
show, see [6], that MiM consists of the doubly graded matrices that satisfy the
linear inequalities
ai,j + ar,s  ai,s + ar,j (i  r, j  s). (4)
A matrix satisfying (4) is called an inverse Monge (or anti-Monge) matrix. A
Monge matrix is defined similarly, but with the inequality reversed. Thus,MiM con-
sists of the doubly graded inverse Monge matrices. We refer to the paper [4] for a
survey of Monge and inverse Monge matrices in optimization. A recent investigation
of the class of equilibrated inverse Monge matrices is found in [7] (“equilibrated”
means that all line sums are zero). For this matrix class several characterizations were
given and some spectral properties were presented. The (inverse) Monge property
may simplify certain problems significantly. In [3] this is shown for the quadratic
assignment problem (which is NP-hard in general). Our goal here is to establish
a result for the assignment problem where the weight function is a doubly graded
matrix.
The assignment problem is widely studied in the linear programming and
operations research literature. Given a square matrix C of order n the problem asks
for a permutation matrix P which maximizes the inner product 〈C,P 〉. Equiva-
lently, one wants to find an assignment F = {(i, π(i)) : i  n}, where π is a
permutation on {1, 2, . . . , n}, such that ∑ni=1 ci,π(i) is maximized. Efficient
algorithms exist for this problem, see e.g. [1]. First, let us recall a well-known
result for the assignment problem when the weight matrix is an inverse Monge
matrix, see [5].
Proposition 3.2. Let C ∈ Rn×n be an inverse Monge matrix. Then a maximum
weight assignment is {(1, 1), (2, 2), . . . , (n, n)}.
Motivated by Proposition 3.2 we now consider the following question: How good
is the assignment I = {(1, 1), (2, 2), . . . , (n, n)}, in the worst case, when the weight
matrix is a doubly graded matrix? Note that without the monotonicity assumption
on the weight matrix the assignment I may be arbitrarily bad. For a nonzero dou-
bly graded matrix C ∈ Rn×n let v∗(C) denote the maximum weight of an assign-
ment with weight matrixC.Moreover, let I denote the assignment {(1, 1), (2, 2), . . . ,
(n, n)} and C(I) := 〈C, I 〉 =∑ni=1 ci,i its weight.
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Proposition 3.3. If the weight matrix C is doubly graded, then the maximum weight
of an assignment is at most twice the weight of I. More precisely
v∗(C)  αn · C(I),
where
αn =
{
2 if n is even,
2 − 1
k+1 if n = 2k + 1 for some k.
Moreover, this bound is tight for the Ferrers matrix C given by ci,j = 1 when
i + j  n+ 1 and ci,j = 0 otherwise.
Proof. We identify the assignment I = {(1, 1), (2, 2), . . . , (n, n)} and the identity
matrix of order n. Below we consider maxima over permutation matrices P and
doubly graded matricesC satisfying 〈C, I 〉 = 1, and finally nonzero Ferrers matrices
F. Let tr(F ) =∑i fii denote the trace of a matrix F. Since the extreme rays of the
doubly graded matrix cone M correspond to the Ferrers matrices, see Theorem 2.3,
we obtain
max
C:〈C,I 〉=1
v∗(C)= max
C:〈C,I 〉=1
max
P
〈C,P 〉 = max
P
max
C:〈C,I 〉=1
〈C,P 〉
= max
P
max
F
〈(1/tr(F ))F, P 〉
= max
F
(1/tr(F ))max
P
〈F, P 〉 = αn.
The last equality may be seen as follows. Let
ψt = max
F
(1/tr(F ))max
P
〈F, P 〉, (5)
where the maximum is restricted to Ferrers matrices F with trace t. Assume first
that n is even, say n = 2k, and let t  k. Among all Ferrers matrices F with trace
t, the maximum in (5) is obtained by choosing F so that its support consists of
the first t rows and its first t columns. This gives maxP 〈F, P 〉 = 2t. It follows that
ψt = 2t/t = 2. Moreover, ψt decreases when t is increased further to larger values
than k (as the trace increases but the maximum weight of an assignment is n). This
gives the desired result when n is even. When n = 2k + 1 we may argue similarly,
but now the maximum is attained when t = k + 1 and then maxP 〈F, P 〉 = n so
ψt = (2k + 1)/(k + 1) = 2 − 1/(k + 1) as desired.
From this discussion we conclude that v∗(C)  αn · C(I) for every doubly graded
matrix C (as C may be scaled so that 〈C, I 〉 = 1), and that the bound is tight for the
matrix C where ci,j is 1 when i + j  n+ 1 and 0 otherwise. 
We remark that the fact that αn  2 may also be derived from a general result of
[8] concerning the greedy algorithm for 2-matroid intersection. In fact, the greedy al-
gorithm for the assignment problem with doubly graded weight matrix will produce
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the identity matrix, and the approximation factor 2 then follows from the mentioned
general result. However, the stronger approximation factor when n is odd cannot be
derived in this way.
Finally, we also remark that the assignment problem with a general weight matrix
may be transformed into an assignment problem with doubly graded weight matrix.
Thus, monotonicity does not make the assignment problem easier to solve. However,
as Proposition 3.3 points out, the fixed assignment I is “not too bad” when C is
doubly graded.
4. The doubly substochastic doubly graded matrices
In this section we consider the set of matrices inM having line sums not exceed-
ing 1. Related questions for more general line sums are treated in Section 5. These
investigations are motivated by Birkhoff’s theorem which says that the set of doubly
stochastic matrices is the convex hull of all permutation matrices. For a treatment of
Birkhoff’s theorem and matrices with given line sums, we refer to [2].
Let Mds denote the set of m× n doubly substochastic doubly graded matrices of
order n. Thus, a m× n matrix belongs to this set if and only if it is doubly graded
and each line sum is at most 1.
The following theorem shows that each vertex of Mds is a nonnegative linear
combination of at most two Ferrers matrices.
Theorem 4.1. The vertices of Mds are the following matrices:
(i) The zero matrix and the matrix
B = (1/t)F,
where F is a nonzero Ferrers matrix, and t is the maximum number of ones in a
line of F (which occurs in the first row or the first column).
(ii) The matrix
A = ((q − p)/(p′q − pq ′))F ′ + ((p + p′ − q − q ′))/(p′q − pq ′)F,
where F is a m× n Ferrers matrix with p (q) nonzero rows (columns), F ′ is
a m× n Ferrers matrix with p + p′ (q + q ′) nonzero rows (columns) such that
F  F ′ and either 0 < q − p < p′ − q ′ or 0 < p − q < q ′ − p′.
Proof. Let A be a vertex ofMds. Since A is doubly graded there must be a smallest
index r  m such that
(i) ∑nj=1 ai,j = 1 (i  r)
(ii) ∑nj=1 ai,j < 1 (r + 1  i  m). (6)
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Similarly, there must be a smallest index s  n such that
(i) ∑ni=1 ai,j = 1 (j  s)
(ii) ∑ni=1 ai,j < 1 (s + 1  j  n). (7)
So A may be written
A =
[
A1 A2
A3 A4
]
,
where A1 has dimension r × s and the other submatrices have dimensions accord-
ingly. Since A is doubly graded it follows from (6)(i) and (7)(i) that the first r rows
of A are equal, and that the first s columns of A are equal. This implies that A1 is a
constant matrix (all entries are equal) and that the following holds:
Property 1: Eqs. (6)(i) and (7)(i) are equivalent to the following reduced system
consisting of Eq. (6)(i) for i = 1 whenever r  1 and Eq. (7)(i) for j = 1 whenever
s  1.
Thus, the reduced system consists of M  2 linear equations. Let C = (C0,
{C1, . . . , CN }) be the level partition of A where the level corresponding to Ci is αi
(i  N) and 0 = α0 < α1 < · · · < αN. The reduced system is a linear system of M
equations involving the variables α1, α2, . . . , αN . By the vertex property this system
must have a unique solution, so we conclude that N  M  2, and N ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
Case 0: N = 0. Then A has no positive levels, so A is the zero matrix.
Case 1: N = 1. Then the level set C1 must be the support of a nonzero Ferrers
matrix F. Let t denote the maximum number of ones in a line of F (which occurs in
the first row or the first column). From the reduced system (which contains an equa-
tion as M  N = 1) we obtain that the level corresponding to C1 must be α1 = 1/t.
So A = (1/t)F, confer (i) in the theorem.
Case 2: N = 2. Then M = 2 and r, s  1. The two level sets C1 and C2 of A
must be related as follows. C2 is the support of a nonzero Ferrers matrix F, say that
F has p  r nonzero rows and q  s nonzero columns. The level set C1 is convex
and it must contain at least one of the two elements (m, 1) and (1, n) (as α1 must
have a nonzero coefficient in one of the two equations in the reduced system). Let F ′
be the Ferrers matrix with support C1 ∪ C2. Let p′ (q ′) be the difference between the
number of nonzero rows (columns) of F ′ and the number of nonzero rows (columns)
of F. The level of Ci is αi (i = 1, 2), where 0 < α1 < α2, and these numbers are
determined by the reduced system
p′α1 + pα2 = 1, q ′α1 + qα2 = 1. (8)
Since the coefficient matrix is nonsingular, we must have p′q /= pq ′ and the so-
lution is
α1 = (q − p)/(p′q − pq ′), α2 = (p′ − q ′)/(p′q − pq ′). (9)
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Fig. 2. The solution of p′α1 + pα2 = 1, q ′α1 + qα2 = 1.
A small geometric discussion (confer Fig. 2) now shows that the reduced system
has a unique solution α1, α2 with 0 < α1 < α2 if and only if either 0 < q − p <
p′ − q ′ or 0 < p − q < q ′ − p′. This proves that A has the form stated in (ii) of
the theorem. Finally, we remark that it is not difficult to verify that all the matrices
described in the theorem are indeed vertices, and we omit these details. 
Example. An example of a vertex of Mds is the following matrix (where m =
4, n = 5, p = 4, p′ = 0, q = 3, q ′ = 2):


1/4 1/4 1/4 1/8 1/8
1/4 1/4 1/8 1/8 1/8
1/4 1/8 1/8 1/8 0
1/4 1/8 1/8 0 0

 .
5. Integral doubly graded matrices with given line sums
For a matrix A ∈ Rm×n we let rA ∈ Rm (cA ∈ Rn) denote its row (column) sum
vector. If A is doubly graded, then both rA and cA are doubly graded. In this section
we consider the question of the existence of a doubly graded matrix with given line
sums. For real matrices the answer is easy: there exists a real doubly graded matrix A
with rA = r and cA = c if and only if r and c are doubly graded and∑i ri =∑j cj .
In fact, if s :=∑i ri =∑j cj > 0, the matrix A given by ai,j = ri · cj /s is doubly
graded and has the correct line sums. Instead, we consider this question for integral
matrices:
When is there an integral doubly graded matrix with row sum vector r and col-
umn sum vector c?
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Note that if we omit the monotonicity constraint, the situation is known (see [2]):
there is a (nonnegative) integral matrix with row sum vector r and column sum vector
c if and only if r and c are (nonnegative and) integral and∑i ri =∑j cj .
Throughout the section we let r and c be integral nonincreasing vectors of dimen-
sion m and n respectively, and satisfying
∑
i ri =
∑
j cj . We letMI (r, c) denote the
set of all integral doubly graded matrices A with rA = r and cA = c. Thus, we are
interested in conditions on r and c describing when MI (r, c) is nonempty.
Remark. We note that the similar existence question for (0, 1)-matrices is easy
since a doubly graded (0, 1)-matrix is precisely a Ferrers matrix. Thus, there exists
a doubly graded (0, 1)-matrix with row sum r and column sum c if and only if r is
nonincreasing, ri  n (i  m) and c is the conjugate of r.
5.1. A relation to the integer partition problem
Consider the integer partition problem
For given positive integers a1, a2, . . . , aN and b decide if there are
nonnegative integers x1, x2, . . . , xN satisfying
N∑
k=1
akxk = b. (10)
This problem is known to be NP-complete (see e.g. [11]). We now establish a
relation between problem (10) and the existence problem for integral doubly graded
matrix with given line sums.
Let a1, a2, . . . , aN and b be given as above. Let m = 2, n =∑Nk=1 ak and let
J1, J2, . . . , JN be a partition of {1, 2, . . . , n} into consecutive (nonempty) intervals
with |Jk| = ak (k  N). We define the column sum vector c by cj = (N − k + 2)b
for each j ∈ Jk (k  N). The row sum vector is r = (∑j cj − b, b). Assume now
that A ∈MI (r, c). Since A is doubly graded and cj is constant for each j ∈ Jk,
all columns indexed by j ∈ Jk must be equal, say a2,j = yk and a1,j = (N − k +
2)b − yk. Since A ∈MI (r, c) the entries y1, y2, . . . , yN must satisfy
N∑
k=1
akyk = b, y1  y2  · · ·  yN  0, yk is integral (k  N). (11)
In fact, we have that A ∈MI (r, c) if and only if y1, y2, . . . , yN satisfies (11). (It
follows from (11) that yk  b so when j ∈ Jk we have a1,j = (N − k + 2)b − yk 
2b − yk  b  yk = a2,j which shows that each column is nonincreasing. More-
over, the first row ofA is also nonincreasing since yk  b and yk+1  0 implies (N −
k + 2)b − yk  (N − k + 1)b − yk+1. The second row of A is (y1, y2, . . . , yN) so
it is nonincreasing.) We now introduce the invertible linear transformation given by
yk = xk + xk+1 + · · · + xN for k = 1, 2, . . . , N. Then (11) becomes
N∑
k=1
a′kxk = b, yk is nonnegative and integral (k  N), (12)
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where a′k =
∑k
i=1 ai (k  N). Thus we have established that MI (r, c) is nonempty
if and only if the integer partition problem (12) has a solution. From this we may
conclude that there is little hope (even whenm = 2) of finding a nice characterization
of the nonemptyness of MI (r, c) in terms of e.g. inequalities relating r and c. We
shall therefore concentrate on separate sufficient and necessary conditions for the
existence of a matrix in MI (r, c). We should point out that our reduction of the
integer partition problem into a doubly graded matrix problem is not a polynomial
reduction (because n grows exponentially as a function of the input (binary) size of
the integer partition problem; this size is roughly
∑
k log ak + log b).
5.2. Conditions for existence
We first establish some simple necessary conditions for the nonemptyness of
MI (r, c).
Example. Let m = n = 2 and r = (9, 3). If c = (6, 6), then MI (r, c) is empty.
For if A is integral and doubly graded and has row sum vector r, then a2,2  1 and
a1,2  4 so the sum in the second column cannot exceed 5.
The example motivates a set of necessary conditions for the nonemptyness of
MI (r, c) that may be nicely expressed in terms of majorization. This is similar to the
Gale–Ryser theorem on the existence of a (0, 1)-matrix with given line sums, see [2].
Let a be a nonnegative integer and let P(a, n) denote the set of integral, nonin-
creasing and nonnegative vectors with sum a (i.e., the sum of the components is a).
If x, y ∈ P(a, n) we say that x is majorized by y, and write x ≺ y, if ∑kj=1 xj ∑k
j=1 yj for k = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1. Majorization is partial order on P(a, n), in fact,
(P (a, n),≺) is a lattice. The unique minimal element in this lattice is the vector
l(a, n) given by
l(a, n)j =
{a/n + 1 for j = 1, . . . , r,
a/n for j = r + 1, . . . , n,
where a ≡ r mod(n). Each vector l(a, n) will be called an l-vector. We now define
a matrix and a vector associated with the given row sum vector r. Let R0(r) be
the m× n matrix whose ith row is the vector l(ri , n) (i  m), and let r˜ denote the
column sum vector of R0(r). Similarly, C0(c) denotes the m× n matrix whose j th
column is the vector l(cj ,m), and c˜ denotes the row sum vector of C0(c).
Theorem 5.1. If MI (r, c) is nonempty, then
r˜ ≺ c and c˜ ≺ r.
Proof. Let A ∈MI (r, c). The ith row ai of A must lie in the set P(ri, n). Since
l(ri , n) is the minimal element in P(ri, n) it follows that l(ri , n) ≺ ai. Since both
these vectors are nonincreasing and nonnegative, the majorization inequalities are
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k∑
j=1
l(ri , n)j 
k∑
j=1
ai,j
for k  n. By summing this inequality (for fixed k) over all i  m we get
m∑
i=1
k∑
j=1
l(ri , n)j 
m∑
i=1
k∑
j=1
ai,j ,
so by changing the order of the summations this gives
k∑
j=1
r˜j 
k∑
j=1
cAj =
k∑
j=1
cj .
This proves that r˜ ≺ c. Similarly one proves that c˜ ≺ r. 
The majorization conditions in Theorem 5.1 are, however, not sufficient for
MI (r, c) to be nonempty. We now introduce such a sufficient condition. This is done
by giving an algorithm for finding a matrix that, hopefully, lies inMI (r, c). The idea
of this algorithm is simple. Assume that we have determined the entries ai′,j ′ for
each (i′, j ′)  (i, j), (i ′, j ′) /= (i, j). Then ai,j is set equal to the largest integer so
that row i and column j may be extended (later) to nonincreasing lines with sums
not exceeding the given ones.
Algorithm 2
Repeat the following steps until the matrix A has been determined:
1. Choose (i, j) such that ai′,j ′ have already been determined for all (i′, j ′) 
(i, j), (i ′, j ′) /= (i, j).
2. Let pi,j := (ri −∑nk=j+1 ai,k)/j and qi,j := (cj −∑mk=i+1 ak,j )/i.
3. Let ai,j = min{pi,j , qi.j }.
We shall investigate this algorithm closer. Note first that there is a great freedom in the
order in which the entries are determined. The only constraint is the one indicated in
Step 1 of the algorithm and we call such an ordering a Ferrers ordering. We now ob-
serve that different Ferrers orderings produce the same matrix. (For, it is easy to see that
the last column must be the same for all these variations of the algorithm. This implies
that the second last column must be the same for all Ferrers orderings etc.)
Even if MI (r, c) is nonempty, Algorithm 2 may fail in trying to find a matrix in
this set. However, if it does find a matrix in MI (r, c), then this matrix has a certain
optimality property.
Proposition 5.2. Assume that Algorithm 2 finds a matrix A in MI (r, c). Then, for
any Ferrers ordering, A is the lexicographically largest matrix in MI (r, c).
This follows directly from the choice ai,j = min{pi,j , qi,j } that is made in the
algorithm.
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The following result provides the announced sufficient condition for the algorithm
to work, and therefore for the nonemptyness of MI (r, c).
Theorem 5.3. Assume that ri  ri+1 + n (1  i  m− 1) and cj  cj+1 +m, 1 
j  n− 1. ThenMI (r, c) is nonempty and Algorithm 2 finds a matrixA ∈MI (r, c).
Proof. We consider an Ferrers ordering that determines the entries of A line by line.
Thus, we perform at most m+ n stages where each stage is to determine the entries
in the last row or the last column of the remaining submatrix A′. At the termination
of a stage we also update the vectors r and c accordingly. We now describe the calcu-
lation in a general stage and assume that r and c are nonincreasing and nonnegative
at the start of this stage (below we prove that this property remains throughout the
algorithm). The stage when rows i + 1, . . . , m and columns j + 1, . . . , n (and no
further entries) have been determined will be referred to as stage (i, j). Thus, at the
start of stage (i, j) the undetermined entries correspond to a submatrix A′ of A with
size i × j. There are two cases to consider.
• Case 1 (Rowstage): ri/j  cj /i. Then, as c is nonincreasing we have that
ri/j  cj /i  cj−1/i  · · ·  c1/i.
This implies that the entries in positions (i, j), (i, j − 1), . . . , (i, 1) are deter-
mined in this order and will be set to
(ai,1, ai,2, . . . , ai,j ) = l(ri , j).
Then we update r and c by setting ri := 0 and ck := ck − ai,k for k  j.
• Case 2 (Columnstage): ri/j > cj/i. Then, as r is nonincreasing we similarly
obtain
(a1,j , a2,j , . . . , ai,j ) = l(cj , i).
Then we update r and c by setting cj := 0 and rk := rk − ak,j for k  i.
An illustration of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. There were two columnstages
followed by three rowstages etc. As indicated, stage (i, j) is a rowstage.
Claim 1. Consider the start of stage (i, j). Then rk  rk+1 + j (k = 1, 2, . . . ,
i − 1), rk = 0 (k > i), ck  ck+1 + i (k = 1, 2, . . . , j − 1) and ck = 0 (k > j). In
particular, the vectors (r1, r2, . . . , ri) and (c1, c2, . . . , cj ) are both nonincreasing.
Proof of Claim 1. During previous stages we have set rk = 0 (k > i) and ck =
0 (k > j). Consider k with 1  k  i − 1. At the start of the algorithm we had,
by assumption, that rk  rk+1 + n and the numbers rk, rk+1 can only have changed
during columnstages up to stage (i, j). In such a columnstage the chosen column ofA′
was set equal to a vector of the form (a + 1, a + 1, . . . , a + 1, a, a, . . . , a) for somea.
Since we have had at most n− j columnstages, the difference rk − rk+1 is reduced by
at mostn− j.So, at the start of stage (i, j)we have that rk − rk+1  n− (n− j) = j
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Fig. 3. The stages in Algorithm 2.
as desired. Similarly, we obtain that ck − ck+1  i (k = 1, 2, . . . , j − 1).The monot-
onicity now follows from these inequalities. 
Claim 2. Assume that there are two consecutive rowstages, say stages (i, j) and
(i − 1, j). Then, after these stages it holds that (ai−1,1, ai−1,2, . . . , ai−1,j )  (ai,1,
ai,2, . . . , ai,j )and both these vectors are nonincreasing. Moreover, ai−1,j  ai,j + 1.
Proof of Claim 2. At the start of stage (i, j) we have, due to Claim 1, that ri−1 
ri + j. Therefore
(∗) ri−1/j  ri/j + 1.
Clearly l(ri−1, j)  l(ri , j) and both these vectors are nonincreasing. Moreover,
due to (∗), l(ri−1, j)j  l(ri , j)j + 1. This proves the claim.
Similarly we obtain the following property. 
Claim 2′. Assume that there are two consecutive columnstages, say stage (i, j)
and (i, j − 1). Then, after these stages it holds that (a1,j−1, a2,j−1, . . . , ai,j−1) 
(a1,j , a2,j , . . . , ai,j ) and both these vectors are nonincreasing. Moreover, ai,j−1 
ai,j + 1.
Claim 3. Assume that a rowstage (i, j) is followed by a columnstage (i − 1, j).
Then both (ai,1, ai,2, . . . , ai,j ) and (a1,j , a2,j , . . . , ai,j ) are nonincreasing.
Proof of Claim 3. Since stage (i, j) is a rowstage it produces the vector (ai,1, ai,2,
. . . , ai,j ) which is nonincreasing (as it is an l-vector). Similarly, columnstage
(i − 1, j) produces a nonincreasing vector (a1,j , a2,j , . . . , ai−1,j ). Thus, it remains
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to prove that ai−1,j  ai,j . Consider the start of stage (i, j). Since it is a rowstage
we must have that ri/j  cj /i so we let ai,j := 1 where 1 = ri/j. But it follows
from 1  ri/j  cj /i that
(cj −1)/(i − 1)  cj /i.
Since stage (i − 1, j) is a columnstage we therefore obtain
ai−1,j = (cj −1)/(i − 1)  cj /i  ri/j = ai,j .
This proves Claim 3. 
Similarly the following claim holds.
Claim 3′. Assume that a columnstage (i, j) is followed by a rowstage (i, j − 1).
Then both (a1,j , a2,j , . . . , ai,j ) and (ai,1, ai,2, . . . , ai,j ) are nonincreasing.
Claim 4. The output matrix A is doubly graded.
Proof of Claim 4. Let A denote the matrix constructed by the algorithm. We as-
sume that the first stage is a rowstage (similar reasoning holds for columnstage).
Denote rowstage and columnstage by RS and CS, respectively. Then the stages cor-
respond to a sequence
RS, RS, . . . , RS, CS, CS, . . . , CS, RS, RS, . . . , RS, CS, . . . .
Clearly A is doubly graded after the first RS. Further, it follows from Claim 2 that
A is also doubly graded at the start of the first CS. A remains doubly graded after
the first CS due to Claim 3. Consider now the second CS (if any) and say that this is
stage (i, j). Due to Claim 2′ we have that the new column is nonincreasing and that
ak,j  ak,j+1 (k = 1, 2, . . . , i)
and ai,j  ai,j+1 + 1. Therefore
ai,j  ai,j+1 + 1  ai+1,j+1 + 1.
On the other hand ai+1,j  ai+1,j+1 + 1 because these two entries belong to the
same l-vector. So ai,j  ai+1,j+1 and therefore A is also doubly graded after the
second CS. Using similar arguments inductively it follows that the output matrix A
is doubly graded.
Finally, we note that the output matrix A clearly is integral and it must have the
correct line sums (rA = r and cA = c). This proves the theorem. 
The algorithm may possibly find a matrix in MI (r, c) even if conditions (ii) and
(iii) of the theorem do not hold. This has been demonstrated by some numerical
experiments using MATLAB. We generated some nonincreasing vectors r and c for
which we knew that MI (r, c) was nonempty. This was done by generating random
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doubly graded integral matrices and calculating their line sum vectors. These vectors
r and c were then given as input to Algorithm 2. The table below shows the results for
15 runs, each corresponds to a column in the table. Throughout we usedm = n = 20.
The first row indicates the number of times that one of the conditions ri  ri+1 + n
or cj  cj+1 +m of Theorem 5.3 were violated. The second row displays the mini-
mum of ri − ri+1 (i  m− 1) and cj − cj+1 (j  n− 1). If the algorithm found a
doubly graded matrix with the correct line sums this is indicated by “Y”. So, in 12
out of these 15 runs the algorithm succeeded.
# violations 6 3 23 26 25 28 30 34 33 31 34 35 36 37 35
Minimum 12 17 7 3 4 2 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
difference
Found Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Similar experiments indicate that it may be possible to prove that Algorithm 2
also works under weaker conditions than those given in Theorem 5.3.
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